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We derive valid inequalities for the knapsack problem with generalised upper bound (GUB) 
constraints, and show that the separation problem for a subclass of the inequalities is again a 
knapsack problem with GUB constraints. It is shown that the inequalities are “strong” by show- 
ing that in one special case, they suffice to describe the convex hull of solutions, and for other 
models it is possible to obtain violated inequalities by using constraint aggregation followed by 
the above separation procedure. 
1. Introduction 
Recently valid inequalities for O-l knapsack sets {xEB”: CjEN, ajXj_ CjeN, ajXjl 
b} and variable upper bound flow sets {(x,Y)EB”X R:: CjEN, _Yj- CjEN2 _YjSb, 
rj’ aJxj for j E Ni U N2} with aj> 0 for j EN = Nt U N2 have been sucessfully used 
as cutting planes, see Crowder, Johnson and Padberg [3] and Van Roy and Wolsey 
[8]. In this paper we show how stronger inequalities can be obtained when additional 
generalised upper bound (GUB) constraints of the form Cjcs XjS 1 are present, 
and how to generate violated inequalities for use in a cutting plane algorithm. We 
also show by example that the strengthened inequalities provide nontrivial ine- 
qualities for some more complicated models. 
2. Knapsack problems with GUBs 
We consider the integer programming region X=Pfl B” where PC Rt is the 
polytope 
C ajxj-jFN2 ajxj 5 b, 
jcf% 
j~s Xj’ 1 for i.51, UZ,, 
XER;, 
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where aj>O forjeN, UN,, UiEIk Si=N, for k-1,2, Sins,=0 if i,l~Z, with i#l 
for k-1,2, N,rlN,=O, N=NIUN2 and INI=n. 
We say that C= C1 U C, is a GUB cover for X if 
(i) C,c_N, for k=l,2, 
(ii) IC,nSi/<l for i~Zk and k= 1,2, 
(iii) Cj E c, aj- CjECZ aj>b. 
With the GUB cover C we associate the sets 
Zk+ = {iEZ,: CknSi#0} for k = 1,2, 
S+ = {jESi: Uj2Ul for kc,nsi) for ill:, 
S,? = {j E Si 1 Uj S al for f.3y-q for i~Z2+. 
Proposition 2.1. The inequality 
(1) 
is valid for X. 
Proof. ConsiderxrcXwithxjT= 1 ifje Tandxj=O otherwise. As CiEI,+ CjEs,+ xjT< 
I Z: 1 = / C, / , x T satisfies (1) whenever 
or 
c c Xj’I ICJ-1. 
ill: jES,+ 
NOW suppose the contrary. Ciel,+ CjeS,+ xjT= IC,I implies that CjENI ajxjT2 
CjeC, aj. Also CiE12 Cjes,+ xJT+ CiEIzili CjGs, xJT=O implies that CjENz ajxj’l 
CiEC2 aj. Hence 
contradicting xT E X. Therefore (1) is valid for X. 0 
We now consider the separation problem for the family of inequalities (1). 
For ~ES~ and ill,, let Q,=(kESi: ak>aj}, and for jESi and i~Z2, let Qj= 
{k E Si: ak 5 aj}. NOW consider the GUB knapsack problem: 
(2) 
jFs Zj5 1 for iEZ, UZ,, 
ZEBn. 
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Proposition 2.2. (i) There is a violated inequality of the form (1) cutting off x* E P 
if and only if << 1- CjEN2 xj*, 
(ii) If 5<1-CjE&12 I x? and zc is optimal, the GUB cover associated with C is 
the most violated GUB cover inequality. 
Proof. Note first that zc is a feasible solution of the GUB knapsack problem if 
and only if Cc N is a GUB cover of X. Now observe that if zc is the characteristic 
vector of the cover C, the inequality (1) can be rewritten as: 
The claim follows immediately. q 
It is now standard practice to show that a family of inequalities such as (1) is 
“strong” by demonstrating that they define facets or faces of high dimension of 
conv(X), or that they define facets of lower-dimensional polytopes and can be made 
into facets by lifting variables. This approach has been used for knapsack problems, 
see Balas [l], Hammer, Johnson and Peled [6] and Wolsey [93, and a similar exercise 
is possible for the set X. An alternative, which is the subject of the next section, is 
to demonstrate that for certain special cases of X, the family either suffices to com- 
pletely describe conv(X), or includes interesting inequalities for some particular 
models. 
3. Some special GUB knapsacks 
In this section we consider two special cases of the set X. For the first we show 
that the family of inequalities (1) leads to a complete description of conv(X), and 
for the second we show how the inequalities can be strengthened. We then take two 
practical models, machine sequencing and generalised assignment, that have relaxa- 
tions of the form X, and show by numerical example that the GUB cover ine- 
qualities give nontrivial inequalities. 
Special case 1. II, 1 = lIzI = 1. ajEZ forjENr UN2, FEZ. Thus we have that 
C ajxj-jFN2ajxjS b, jFN Xj’ 1 for i = 192 
.icM 
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NOW we assume that the values of {aj: jcNi} are distinct for i= 1,2. Then taking 
T=maxi=t,, maxjcN, {Qj}, we consider the master polytope in which aj can take 
each possible integer value from 1 to T. 
X”= (A,fiu)~B~xB~: 
I 
f jAj-jgl _&j 5 b, ji, Aj 5 1, i Pj 5 11. 
j=l j=l 
We study XM because knowing the convex hull of X”, it is easy to obtain the 
convex hull of X by duplicating and/or by dropping variables, and removing redun- 
dant constraints. 
Note that the GUB covers of XM are now of three forms: 
C = (G, Cd = ({A>, 01, <WV {.hl) or (0, {.A}) 
and the corresponding inequalities are 
C ~jzjl0 if b < 0, 
j>T+b 
CS- C PjSO for t=b++l,...,T+b-, 
jkt jzt-b 
(3) 
-j~b@js-l if b<O, 
respectively. See Beale and Simons [2] for computational results using these ine- 
qualities. 
Proposition 3.1. When iI, 1 = IZ,l = 1, the GUB cover inqualities (3), and the non- 
negativity constraints describe conv(X”). 
Proof. We demonstrate the result for the case bz0 by considering the linear 
programming relaxation: 
max t CjAj+ i djclj, 
j=I j=l 
f Aj-$PjSO for t=l,...,T-b, 
j=t+b j=t 
7 
C AjS 1, 
j=l 
(4) 
AjvPjzO for j= l,...,T 
with dual: 
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mina+B 
azcj, j=l b, , *--I 
j-b 
a+c U,rCj, j=b+l,..., T, 
t=1 
B-t$,U,Zdj, j= l,..., T, 
(5) 
Now observe that the optimal solution of the integer program associated with (4) is 
where the first term is optimal if C,T= r ,Uj= 0 and the second if C,T= 1~j= 1. We 
now show that there is an optimal dual solution to (5) of the same value. 
Let o=maxr=I,..,,b c:, P=z-a, and Uj=max,=l,,,,,b+j CT -max[=l,,,,,b+j_I c: 
for j= 1, . . . . T- b. Clearly a L cj for j = 1, . . . , b, 
j-b 
and 
a+ C u,Lai- max C:-"l'Cj as U,=a, 
f=l l=l,...,j 
j j .i 
P-C u,=z--a-C U,Zdj+ max cl+ 
1=1 f=l t=l,...,j+b 
-a- C Ut=djs 
f=l 
The proof for b< 0 is similar. 0 
Example 3.2. X=P n B*, 
P= (x~Rs,. *7x,+8x,+9x3+10x,-9x5-10x,-11x,-12x,<-2, 
x,+x,+x3 +x4 5 1, 
x,+x,+x,+x,< 1). 
(a) Given the point x* = (0 10 0 3 0 0 f) E P, we wish to know if x* E conv(X). By 
Proposition 2.2 the resulting GUB knapsack separation problem is: 
~=minOz,+Oz2+1z3+1z~-~zs-~26-~z7-1zs, 
7z1+8z2+9z3+10z4-9zS-10z6-llz,-12zs>-2, 
zt+z~+zs+zq~l, zs+z6+z7+zs~1, zeB* 
with optimal solution <= -3, C= (2,5}. As <cl- CjENZ x]F=O, the point x* 
violates the inequality 
x~+xs+x~~x~+x,+xs 
by 3. 
(b) To obtain conv(X), we know from Proposition 3.1 that conv(X”) with 
T= 12, and b= -2 is given by adding the inequalities (3). After dropping the 
variables not in X, and removing redundant inequalities the remaining inequalities 
x,+x,+X3+X4IX*+X(j+X,+X8, 
suffice. 
x,+x,+x,5 X,+x,+X,, 
x,+x,5 X,+X,, 
x, I x8 
Special case 2. N2=0. Here 
C ajxj<b, jFsX,C1 for ieZ 
jeN 1 
with {Si}i~l a partition of N, and aj > 0 for j E N. Motivated by the O-l knapsack 
case, we consider how the inequalities (1) can be strengthened. 
For a GUB cover CcN, let E(C)={keN: ak>aj for alljEC}\UiEl+ SF}. 
Proposition 3.3. The inequality 
C C xj+jt~c,xjs ICI-l 
ieI+ jES,+ 
(f-5) 
is valid for X when N2 = 0. 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. These inequalities can also often be 
strengthened by lifting coefficients. We now briefly examine two models in which 
the inequalities (6) provide nontrivial inequalities. 
Model 1: Machine sequencing. Letting Xjt = 1 if job j starts in time period t and 
Xjr = 0 otherwise, the following well-known constraints 
(i) C, Xjr I1 for all j, 
(ii) Cj C {s:t-p <ssr) xjs' 1 for all t / 
can be interpreted as 
(i) each job starts at most once, 
(ii) in time period t, at most one job is on the machine 
(where Pj is the processing time of job j and no preemptions are allowed). 
The following example indicates how a GUB cover inequality (6) cuts off a frac- 
tional solution arising from the linear programming relaxation consisting of (i), (ii) 
and x20. 
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Example 3.4. We consider a subset of three jobs j E { 1,2,3} and two time periods, 
t E { 16,17}, with p, = 4, p2 = 1 and p3 = 2. It is readily verified that the fractional 
solution: x i, r6 =x,, r6 =x2, r7 = 3, Xjl= 0 otherwise satisfies the constraints. 
Aggregating the constraints (ii) for t = 16,17 gives: 
cxl, 13 + 2x1, 14 + 2x1, 15 +2x1, 16 +x1, 17) + cx2, 16 +x2, 17) 
+ (x3,15+2x3,16+x3,17) I 2, 
x1, 13 + x1, 14 + xI, 15 + x1, 16 +x1, 17 51, 
x2,16+x2,17 5 1, 
x3,lS+ x3,16+x3,17 Ts 1. 
With the GUB cover C= {(1,16), (2,16)}, the inequality (4) is: 
X1,14+X1,15+X1,16+X2,16+X2,17+X3,16~ 1 
which cuts off the fractional solution. 
Model 2: Generalised assignment. This model is formulated as: 
i a;jXii~bi for i= l,...,m, 
j=l 
iclxus 1 for j= l,...,n, 
XE Bm”. 
Valid inequalities and facets for the model have recently been studied by Gottlieb 
and Rao [4, 51. Again we show by example that the inequalities (6) provide non- 
trivial inequalities. 
Example 3.5 [4]. (a) Ax16. 
jl:l;):~, I:]. 
Aggregating the first four constraints gives: 
Taking the CUB cover: C = { (1, l), (1,2), (2,3), (3,4), (2,5), (3,6)} we have ST = 
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{(1,1),(4,1)}, S:={(LMW), &+={W),(W), $={(3,4),(4,4)), &+= 
{ (2,5)), Sz = { (3,6)} and E(C) = { (4,7)} giving 
Aggregating the first three constraints gives Cl= I Cp,, aijXijl8. Taking the GUB 
cover: C= ((1, l), (1,2), (1,3), (I, 4), (1,5), (2,6), (27)) gives 
4. Variable upper bound flows with CUBS 
Here we consider the mixed O-l region, denoted by T, formulated as T= 
Qfl (B” xR”) where Q is the polytope of points (x, w) satisfying 
C Wj-jgzWjSb, 
.ieNl 
Wj’ajXj for jEN,UN2, 
jFs Xj’ 1 for iel, UZ,, 
WER:, XER;, 
where aj>O for jEN=N, UN,, UiEr, Si=Nk for k-1,2, Sins,=0 for i#l and 
N, fl N2 = 0. We note immediately that if Wj = ajxj, T reduces to the set X studied 
in Section 2. We first derive a family of valid inequalities for T. 
CUB covers CC N are defined exactly as before. In addition if Cn S,#0, we let 
{j(i)) =cns;. 
Proposition 4.1. For any GUB cover with A = CjCc, aj- CjCc, aj- b>O, the ine- 
quality 
Ib+C aj+C C 
ieC2 ieh+ {jes,: a,>a,c,,} 
(7) 
+ C C min{AXj, Wj} 
ieIz\l,' jcS, 
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is valid for T, where the min(cu, p} terms imply that taking either a or /I leads to 
a valid inequality, and (x)’ denotes max(x,O). 
PrOOf. Let Ui= CjEs, min(l,a&aj)wj for iel,+, and let Zi= CjEs, XjEB’. Clearly 
vi’Cj~s, Wj and as wjsajxj, Ui'Cjes, min(a,,aj(;))xjIa,(i) CjcS, xj=aj(i)z;. 
Similarly for j E Si with i E 1; , let llj=((aj-ajc;,)/aj)‘wj for ~ENZ. NOW Wj= 
min( 1, aj(;,/aj) Wj + qj, and 
C 
jESi 
wj s aj(i) jFs xj+jFS rj 5 aj(i) +jFS Vj* 
We have now obtained as a relaxation T’ of T 
Vi I Uj(i)Zi for ifzl:, 
qj 5 (Uj-Ujcq)+Xj for jE U Si, 
i s I,+ 
Wj 5 UjXj for je IJ Sij 
ie I,\I,’ 
ZiE (0, l} for iel:, Xj~ (0, l} for j.5N,. 
Now the generalised cover inequality, see Van Roy and Wolsey [7] 
is valid for T’, and hence for T. Substituting back for Vi, Zi and qj, the claim 
follows. 0 
Example 4.2. Consider the region T: 
Wr+W~+W3-wWq-W5-Wg~9, 
w, 5 7x,, w2 I 8x2, w3 I 9x3, wq 5 3x,, ws I 10x5, w(j I 2x6, 
x,+x25 1, x35 1, x,+x,5 1, x,5 1, 
WER;, XEB~. 
Taking the GUB cover C = { 1,3,4}, with A= 4, we obtain the valid inequality 
w,+iw,+3(1-x,-x,)+ww,+5(1-x3) 
5 12+min{4x5, $w5} + w6. 
(8) 
Relaxing T by dropping the variable w2, the same GUB cover C gives the inequality 
w,+3(1-x,)+w,+5(1-x3)5 12+min{4x5,&w,}+w6. (9) 
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The close parallel between the variable upper bound flow set with GUBs T and 
the O-l knapsack set with GUBs X suggests how the separation heuristic for X can 
give a separation heuristic for T. As Example 4.2 indicates, the difficult choice in 
practice is to choose which variables j~Nr to keep or drop. We demonstrate the 
approach by continuing the above example. 
Example 4.2 (continued). Suppose we have a fractional solution: 
w* = (3,0,9,3,0, O), x*= (+,o,l,o,o). 
AS xl is 0, we heuristically drop (w2,x2) and set Wj = UjXj, leading to the GUB 
knapsack problem: 
7x1 + 8x, + 9x, - 3x, - 10x, - 2x6 I 9, 
x1+x2s 1, x,+x, 5 1, xeB6, x2 = 0. 
The GUB separation heuristic gives C= ( 1,3,4). 
Now taking C= { 1,3,4} and x2 = 0, we construct the inequality (9) and test for 
violation. As XT = wg* = 0, taking either the term 4x,, or the term & ws leads to the 
same violation of n 7 . 
5. Conclusion 
We have indicated how in the presence of GUB constraints, valid inequalities for 
O-l knapsack sets and variable upper bound flow models can be strengthened. We 
have also shown how the resulting inequalities generate nontrivial inequalities for 
certain O-l models, and similar examples can be obtained for the mixed O-l case, 
such as the model 
WER:',XEB"":~&,W~S~+ C ajXj, C XjS 1 for ~EI 
.ieN .icS 1 
which is a typical submodel in capacity planning. A major challenge is to derive ef- 
fective separation heuristics, starting with a good heuristic algorithm for the GUB 
knapsack problem of Proposition 2.2. 
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